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An experimental study has been made of the effect of the inter-

action of varying strength shock waves with a turbulent boundary layer at

a Mach nunber of about 2.9. It was not possible to obtain two-dimensional

Interactions with shook generators v~leh did not completely span the tunnel

or for shook strengths leas than a pressure ratio of about 1.5. Below an

incident shook pressure ratio of l.7p the interaction is similar to the

theoretical invisoid case. The incident shock is reflected a a single

compression# no separation exists and the pressure rise on the wall Is

smooth and occurs In about two to three boundaz7 layer thicknesseos Above

an incident shook pressure ratio of l,7# separation Is evidenced by a

"bump" in the wall static pressure curves and bifurcation of -he incident

shook wave. The reflected ystem now consists of a oompression-expansio-

empression region, There is some indication that thlt incident shook pres-

sure ratio for separation appears to be independent of Mach nuaber, Separa.

tion occurs about two boundary layer thicknesses from the beginning of the

interaction at a wall static pressure ratio of about 2. This phenomena is

Independent of shock pressure ratio over the range tested. For high strength

shocks, pressure ratios of the order of 3# increases in shock strength

ehanre the scale of interaction reeion without ehanrin. its structure.

In this reFion the various parts of the interaction are sufficiently

separated for individual detailed studies. There are considerable discrep-

ancies betwoen the data preeonted hardii wi, thos,4 pro.,onted by (add, Holder,

and felian. Thl may be due ir part. to tho wolj,,v spa s usod by thee



A STUDY OF SHOCK WAVE TURBULMT WU14)ARY LAYER

INT&AUTIOh AT K u 3

During the past few years, the interaotion of a shock wave with

a boundar7 layer has boon the subjeot of considerable theoretical and

experimental investigation. The large deviations from the theoretical

Invisoid reflection of a shook wave from a solid wall are of considerable

practical Importance in supersonic diffusorsm deflected oontrol surfaces

on supersonic wings, and other applications, The work of Loipsn and

othes 2 has provided a considerable body of experimental data on the

Interaction of a shook wave with laminar layers. Several authordsA#5 6

have made considerable progress with theoretical studies of both iminar

and turbulent interactions. All of theme theories, however# depend on

obtaining certain factors from the experimental results. Several studies

of the interaction of shock waves with turbulent boundary layer have

also been made. 7,8,9.10 However, the data available is still insufficient

to provide a detailed model of the interaction phenomena.

As part of a broad pro' ram of research on viscous effects in

supersonics being conducted by the Gas Dynamics 1,boratozry Aeronautical

Engineering Department of Princeton Wivority, an attempt is being made

to obtain data on shock wave boundary layetr interactios over a ver7 wide

rarige of Mach numbers, Ileynolla numbors, and ahock atronl;ths. Such a

detailed experimontal analymis is required as a proliminary to a complete
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thoruticail solutioni of thiw co;iplictod problei. . Tlru yults prontod

hurain uro u part of w'is ovwr-a&l ptorim, wa ijaevu wu otzlictod to

rtuo at a Iuoh nuanbr of 3 for one LuL rb.nrt bowiJdry 14yur with vary-

Ing shock strongths. Tito study haau conuidted of examining the interaction

problem by 1) naasurin,g the static pressure distribution on the wallp 2)

making total head surveys through the interactions, and 3) using optical

techniques to obtain photographs of the flow. Thee techniques Include

conventional shadowgraph and Schlieren techniques and the use of same

special color Schlieren techniques described more fully later In the

report. The main purpose of this series of tests was to examlne# n

detail# the structure of the interaction region and how it Is affected

by varyin shock strengths. Some errors in Reference 9 are also corrected

hereino This work was carried out under the joint sponsorship of the

Office of Naval Aesearch, Mechanics ranch, and the Office of Scientific

Research# Air Research and Development Command, U.8. Air lbros Contract

iumber M-onr-270.

The experiments were performed in the Princeton University

Pilot supersonic tunnellI at a Mach number of approximately 2.92. The

wind tunnel is the "blow-down" variety utilising air stored at 3000 psi

in tanks of a total capacity of 170 cubic feet. A regulator between the

tanks and the tunnel permits operation at any dosird stailmation preosure

between '75 psi and 900 psi; t foi, the tests herein reported it wao oper-

ated at a pressure level of about 100 pai. fWruing times were of the order

of five minutes with a tost section 2" wide and 2P" high.

IFGIBILTW PO[1



A wedge, spanning the tunnels was used for a shook generating J

devices and the boundary layer on the flat section of the tunnel wall

was utillsed for the measurements. The static pressure on the wall was

masured by a .0301 orifice on the tunnel conterline. At this station

the undisturbed boundary layer thickness was approximately o17 Inches.

The wall static pressure date presented was taken using the single orifice

s the interaction was passed over It. Thuss orrors In using numorous

static pressure holes were eliminated# and the data points could be spaced

as elosely as desired. Zn sme oases, additional wall static pressure

oretes 3/4" to the front and rear of the main (aforementioned) one were

ued to *hook the Interaction at different stations In the tunnel, Add-

timoal spwiso static pressure orifices were used to chock the two-

diseosionality of the interaction. These were located 3/80 1/201 51/80

and 3/41 off axis, but at the sa, station As the main orittoe

overal shook gsnerators (wefges) were used, each hold in the

free strem by a supporting tram driven by a micrometer, (See Figures

I and 2). The micrometer drive permitted closely controlled novement of

the wedge in the tunnel. Three variable angle wedges were used covering

nminal deflection angles of 00 to 7o. 6o to io, ad go to 5o. lsOh

of these spanned the tunnel to within ,010" of the side wlls, To cheok

the effect of wnd gap, two 100 (fixed nominal angle) shook producing wedges

were employed which differed in widths the naTrower one being 1 1/4" wide

And the other nearly 2" wide (a full apan wedge)* Wed'es were provided

with a static pressure orifice drilled on centerline 1/2 0 frow the leading

edS&. In addition, the medium angle wedge (60 to 120) and the fufj span
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100 fixed angle wade had a sitiilar orifice locatod 1" froe the loadino

ede. The pressure ratio of the generatod shock was deteruined by using

this static pressure rather than the Leometrical wodge ansle tMUs taking

into account ay effect of the boundery layer on the wedge,inaccuracies

In setting, and irregularities in te tunnel flows.

Total pressure surveys wore made parallel and norml to the

tunnel wall sAploying a total bead tube constructed of .065" 0.D. steel

tubing flattened at the end and honed on the bottom surface to allow a

close approach to the wall. The orifice was *004" high .060" wide

and the bottom surface was .002" thick. Thus, readings to within .004"

of the surface were obtainable. The total head probe was set in an

insulated mount so an electrical contact could determine when the total

head tub kae just touching the surface. The micrometer drive on whlh

the probe was m(Amted permitted displacements perpendicular to the weall

accurate to within s001". For every survey the "junt touching" position

was eetablished with the tunnel running since pre-setting of the probe

might be erroneous due to deflection of the probe during the run or the

start.

All static pressures were measured with differential pressure

gages; calibrated and accurate to within .j inches of water. In some

instances two such gages were connected in series to enable readings over

wider pressure ranges. Since the Ptatic reosures encountered were the

order of 100 inches of waterg the accuracy is within 1l, All total pres-

sure measuremants were miade wita a.blute preiu're ea~es, calibrated and

accurate to within .2 inch s of Xeorcury. with a reaiting accuracy of 1A



for the pressures measured. Stagnation pressure wus measure with a high

precision bourdon gage also accurate to within 1,

Difficulty was encountered starting the tunnel with the wedge

set at high angles. This was circumvented by, 1) starting with the wedge

set at a relatively low angle and adjusting to the desired 1.ov defleo tit

ansle with the tunnel running and, 2) out-outs in the downstream end of

the noslic blocks to relieve blockage caused by the wedge angle obatig

mechanisms The step (out-out) on the bottom wall was several Inche

downstream from the wall static pressure orifice. It was ued also to

cheek the effect of a downstrem disturbanoe (expansion) on the interaotlim.

(3c section ogn o2W I t 9L bUa)

Optical techniques, supplmenting the pressure auurmute

wre used to study the phenomena. The conventional skewed bl-p4abolio

mirrr Sablieren system was used and adapted for shadowgraph pictures as

well. Thus, Schlieren pictures, both horisontal and vertical out off#

as well as shodowgraph picturess were taken for each oondition. The

light source was a high pressure spark resulting in exposures of the

order of a microsecond. In addition, Sohlieren photographs were also

taken In color. Bsically, the system consisted of inserting a prim in

the light path after the source which effectively changes the point source

to a spectral line. The knife edge at the second focal point is then

replaced by a slit which can be adjusted to permit any of the spectral

colors for the base (no flow) condition, In such a system regions with

the same density gradient will exhibit the uamo color ,contrasting to the

conventional black and white syntm in which such regions would be of the

I
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same gray scale. Colored 6ofaioren photo,;raphs are not no'w, i0A the

techniques used here (described in detail in Apezdix A and 8) permitted

excellent resolution with a microsecond exposure. The combintion of

cosor and the short exposure time ermitted an analysis of the sLructure

of the interaction region not heretotor ousible by optical,means.

x distance along tunnel wallp inches

7 distance normal to tunnel wall# Inches

P static pressure measured on tunnel wal

Po chamber pressure

PI static pressure ahead of interaction

P2stic pressure behind generated shock (as measured on shock
ao lnerator)

P3 static pressure after interaction

N Mach number

a nominal wedie angle (flow deflection antlo deges)

boundary layer thiaimess, inches

A study of the results available on shook wave boundary lam

Interactions showed that many investigations had been a de sing shook

generators which did not fully span the tumel. This was usually done

to obtain Sclieren and shiadow photographs which were sharper than those

obtained with a wider wodLe whose shook wave interacted with the side

wall bound:try layers. No data was available, however, to determine the

effc.its of these side wall gaps which, in ot cases, were of the order

of A boirda.y luyer th.Lcknos5. PreionUi ry studiOs9 of the shook wave
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boundary layer interaction were first carriud out using nominal 100 wedges#

of lil" and full 2" span. Figure 3 presents the wall static proueuro

variation on centerline uuine the "°narrow" wedge in juxtaposition with

a sketch of the interaction. It can be seen here that the pressure

peaks and then falls to a value after the interaction which is much loss

than the theoretical value. The overall pressure rise as measured Is

about 2.5owhereasp the theoretical rise (based on the static pressure

as measured by the orifice on the wedge) should be about 3.8. The span-

wise statio pressure orifices in the tunnel were used to check the two-

dimensionality of the flow. The results shown In Figure 4 exhibit a

cosiderable deviation fro, two-dimensional flow and indicate a relieving

offet due to the presence of spanwise flowso The tests were repeated#

using the full span wedge (i.e., clearance to within .01") and resulted

in the statle pressure distribution shoau in Figure 5. The final pressure
3

is quite close to the theoretical value and the pressure distribution is 1
of a considerably different shape than that obtained for the narrow Wedges

The spanwise pressure survey, Figure 6j, show that two-dimensional flow

has been achieved, All subsequent tests herein reported were, therfor e

made with full, span wedges and the results were chocked br two-dimension.

alty.

Studies of weak shook interactions (flow deflection from 00 to

60) resulted in wall static pressure distributions along centerline which

exhibited a definite peak. There was no constant pressure region after

the interactiono similar to the distribution shown in Figure 3 for a 100

shook using a narrow wedk-e. Checks for two-diuonsionality, using the
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spanwJie ori.cesp indicated crous-flows piling up on one side of the tunnl

or the other. This pattern differs from the nonotwo-dfienuional flow found

using the narrow wedge In wiiaioa the spanwitie distribution of preasures

tended to be symmetrical about the centerline. Further attempts to make

the flow two-dimensional, such as completely sealing the .mall end ape

of the shook generator, did not yield satisfactory results, It appears

as If the effects of tunnel disturbance such as interaction of the

boundarT lver on th* walls and floors of the tunnels and Interaction of

the shook with the side wall layers, are of the same order of magnitude

as the disturbance caused by the studied Interaction. This would, In the

itaole, probably depend on the exact experli,0nt set-up and would vwsz from

tumel to tunnel. These phenomena in the shook wave bourdary layer

intation have not bon noted by previous investigators'due to the

abse of a stringent test for two-dimensionality and the results ob-

taned anre open to am question in light of the possible existenc of

such cross flow, The above results restricted the study reportd herein

to shock strengthe above 60 where two-dimensional flows could be obtained.

cammination of a typical strong interaction ( for examples

Figure 5) introduoed another doubt as to the validity of the data. The

pressure rise now spreads over a considerable distance, and the proximity

of the interaction region to the expansion fan from the rear conr of

the w eo prompted an investigation to detemine the affect of such a down-

strem disturbance. A stel, cut in the tun.el wall was utilised for this

study. Wihlieren photo,.;raphs weie taken as the interaction wus moved

downstream over the step. i all civuus, tho stop disturbance had to be
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located at least two boundary layer tihcknouses ahoad of tie ipingemint

point of the expansion fan before an effect was felt. All high angle

data was chocked by the aforementioned method and alth-ugh, for angles

11 through 150# the expansion fan intersected the boundary layer,

be1ore the full pressure rise was reaAlsedo the positin pe its impinge-

ment was always after the station where the stop first produced a notice-IJ
able change. Since the flow over such a step results in a pressure

gradient far stronger than that encountered in the e nsion from the

vedges its effcst should be greater, and henes it Is felt that the expan- I

aion fan has little effect upstream of its ntersection point.

The steadiness of the flow was choecked by taking high speed

Sehlieren motion pictures with a "Fastax" camera operating at 00 framoe

per "send. An examination of these photographs showed ve7 sligbt oscilla-

tions of the first reflected shook iich appeared to be of the order of

less than 1/10 of the boundary layer thickness, i.e., les than 0.02 Inchee.

The rest of the phenomena appears completely steady. Since the pressure

measurements essentially represent "lonig time averages" these slight oscilla-

tions of the first reflected shook wave do not appear in the results. This

examination was carried out only for a ,iemnal shook strength of 130 .

K Sill grrssure Distribution W Optical Atudits

The wall static pressure distributions through the interactions

of varying strength shook waves with a turbulent boundary layer are shown

in Figures 7 through 15. In Figure 16, the curves for all the interactions

are superiiposed usingt, the same sor* poiit. 'Lis zero point was picked
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from Schlieren and shadow photographs am the point of imnpingenent of the

eperixental incident shook with the wall if no boundary layer were

present. For the high angles# (0 a 110 through 150) the vertical line

at the top of the pressure curve indicates the position at wbich the

expansion fan from the rear of the wedge strikes the boundary layer.

Zn ngure 18, the corresponding ohlieren and shadow photographs are

presented@ A comparable oolor Schlieren photograph Is shom In Figur

19.

For oase of identification, teats ar designated by the acninal

shook deflection anglo 0. A more truly repredsmtative quantity Is he

pressure atio across the incident shock which ws measured dirset4y by

the static pressure orifice on the wedge. The "atual shook presuAre

rtios are tabulted below.

70 1.60

1.01

9P 1.70

&1.90

110 2.27

140 2,37

13,0 2.51

140 2.90

150 3.10



For shook strengths throuijik 100, the proure ratios noted are constant

within 2 for the entire interuction. Fur itrant;er utrenjth &hooks#

Increasod movement of the wedLe was necesitry to survey the spread out

interction region. Due to axial varJatA, of Mach number in the tunnelp

the aoourt.2y of the pressure ratio decreased and for the highest angle

(150), was only 10e Fortunately, for strong shocks$ these variatine

ha little effect on the wall pressure distributions.

An examdiation of the pressure curves reveals that, for veak

shocks ( of*r), the static pressure rise is mooth and rapi and the

entire phenamena occurs within two to three boundary layer thickniesses.

A studly of the photographs showe that the incident shook pontrates deep 'I
Into the bounda7r layer fra whence the refeoted omprOssion wave

oigla tee. As expeoted, the boundary layer is thinner after the inter.-

ation than before. The phenomena, with the exception of the bending of

the shocks in the boundary layers is quite analogous to the theoretical

reflection of a shook from a soid wall.

As the shook strength Is Increased to 9 ̂ , the interaction I
Is spread to four or five bountary layer thicknesses. From the pressure

eurvee one can frst experimentally verily the presence of a "bnp" or

Inflection point at 9^P 8*0, (incident shook pressure ratio oft4.75). 1

The initial slope is still very steep, the Inflection region accounts for

the Increased length of the interaction, From the photographs, at these

angles, one first sees the "bifurcatted foot" of the interaction. The

reflected wave and the incident wave cross within the boundary iyer,

exhibiting iv'opa eation forward of te interaction. The incident wave

WNW



reflects as fm a free jet (constant pressure boundary) causing an

expansion region which turns the flow back towards the wall* This ie

followed b a£ region of slow compresion. There is a dark reion at the

toot of the interaction indicating separation. Color Schlieren photographs

show clearly the change of the phenoaona from a single reflected compression

for the weak shook interaction to the oompression-expansion-oompresicn

region for the. stronger interaction. Bush photographao show the ver

week nonmle density gradients In the sall region below the lteraetion.

The buadar layer is still thinner after the interaction. fbr thuee 4

shook strengths, the phenomna has changed considerably frm the thoore

Further increase in shook strength to 0e f110 spreads the inter.

action still further to seven or eight boundary layer thiokneses, The

bump in the pressure curve is more pronounced and the intersectlon of

the inc en and reflo ted shocks occurs at the edge of the beomd

layer. The expansion fan after the first refleted shock and the reglion

of slow cmpression are spread a considerable distance downstreao The

r dark region below the interaction is quite pronounced and color eieren
photographs indieate a sere vertical gradient In this rellon. 1,,,

separated Low# which will be shown conclusively later. Through this

interaction the losses have Increased such that the boudary layer thick-

uses downstream is about equal to that before the interaction in spite of

the hiahly increased pressure level. For strong shocks ( 0 rv30), the

Interaction Is spread to twelve or more boundary layer thicknessee the

"bump", now quite pronounced, comprises halt of the interaction. The
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ref2eoted oapression now extends a considerable distance out of the

*boundaz layer before it intersects with the incident ahook and the height

of the interaction Ls two or more boundary layer thicknesses. Thea. is a

large separated region at the foot of the interaction.

To determine the point of separation and the extent of the

eparated region, total head surveye were made lose than 1/10 of a

boundasy laer thickness from the wall (Y a .0140). Using the wall

static pressure distribution and the conventional pitot-static relation-

ship, the Mach number distribution along the wall was obtalnedo hor

* Ov 90, separation was not detected. Althouhv the "bumpu In the pres-

sure curve for 0 ov 90 indicated separation, the region Is probably too

sil to pick up by this crude method. The distributions for shock

stregt o 0, 12and 140 (FIgures20 21,, and 22) how a definite

separated region. The pressure ratio for separation (static pressure at

eeparation/ static pressure before Interaction) in all three oase is about

2.0. This point orresponds# on the premaure o curve, to the beginning of
thowump In tich the steep initi~al slops .e swro p rinch lbed

initialve way to a muchreud

a1fte In the separated region. As the shock strength is inoreased, the

separated region grows rapidlyl for the 100 case its length Is of the order

of a boundary layer thickness, for a 120 shock the order of three boundary

layer thicknesses, for the 140 shock its extent is roujhly seven boundary

layer thicknesses.

re aforementioned results checking the effect of a downstream

disturbance led to the findin,: of a "throat" in the interaction after
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which no expansive diaturbaicp had an effect on the upstrem re ion of

the interaction. This 'throat" closely follows the point of reattachment

of the separated flow. For the 100 and 120 casep the "throaL" is of the

order of one boundary layer thickness behind the roattchment point , and

for the 40 case even uloser. The cloceness of the "throat" and the

reattachment point Indicates ver high mixin; rates in this region.

The proximity of the "throat" and the meparated region also explains the

sudden collapse of the Interaction for strong shocks once the stop preceded

the throat. In fteio 179 the strong dhock case of S AO 150 was picked

to exmpLty this sudden collapse. For weaker strength shook the collapse

of the interaction was not so sudden and the throat was not so clearly
l defined.

Nodels of the interaction phenomena with varying strength

Incident shocks are shown in Fijure 23 . These are based on the oombined

knmolodg obtained from the wall statio pressure distributonp the bo lieren

and shadow photographs, and the total head survey along the wall.

The Interaction can be divided into three bisio regimest 1) A

weak Incident shook regime# shook strengths below 0 ov 70 (pressure ratio

less than approxiately 1.70) where the phenomena is quite similar to the

theoretical InVIDcid cas. Here an analysis like Lighthill 4 #5 sems quite

applicable. The interaction region is of the order of two to three bound- j
ary layer thickneuses and no selaration occurs, 2) A moderate incident

shook regi e shock streng.ths 8° 6 4 120 (pressure rattios between 1.75

and 2.30) characterized by a smll separated ro(!ion and the interaction

of tho incident and reflected shock withjrn the bounJary layer, Theoretical



analysis of this regime secis to be quite difficult becauSe Of the very

strong normal gradients within the bound:iry layer and the Mall sise of

the separated region* 3) A stron4 incident shook regime, shook strengths

above 0 a 120 (pressure ratios above approxiiiately 2.3) where the pheno-

men has spread out to more than ten boundary layer thicknesses and there

is an appreciable separated region.

A more detailed model for the 140 shock interaction was obtaile4

In an attempt to sed some additional light on the machanim involod

for the strong shook interaction with a turbulent boundary layer. Additional

Itotal head surveys were made at various distances from the wall and the

Mach number distribution throughout the interaction was oomputed on the

bais of constant pressure normal to the wall. These computations are

good only near the wall and in the "biuroatedO region where the o0or

t S blere pletures chow lttle or no ermal dowit graft s* In Firm%"
24 Is presented a schematic drawing of the interaction for the 140 eas

* together with the Mach number contours in the subsonic regi.e The mim-

m height of the subsonic axd separated regions occur where the Incident

shocks reflects as from a free Jet, At this station the subsonic region

is thicker than the boundary layer before the interaction and the height

of the separated region is of the order of 1/3 the boundary layer thick-

ness, for this strong shook case, the interaction can be divided into

four basic regions for analysis:

(1) The beginning of the interaction , a strong compression

re;ion decelerating, the flow rapidly and reaulting in a doubling of the

pressure within a distance of approximately two boundary layer thicknesses.
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The nlow has not yet separated, mixing probably plays a minor roles, and

thus this phenomena will probably not be suseptible to the methods ot

Reference 6.

(2) The start of the separated region and its growth to maxi-

an thickness defines the next region in which msixing probably predoinats.

The positive but shallow slope of the wall static pressure curve indicated

that the mixing rate Is Increasing over this portion.

(3) The decrease of the separated and subsonic region to the

rsattohbmt of the boundary lyer occurs in a region of relatively strong

adverse pressure gradient. Its slope, as obtained from the wall pressure

suvp is roughly tour times that of region (2) although only one half

as steep as that experienced in region (1). IvIdently the concavity of

the flow field, the associated centrifugal force, and moat probably, a

gretly increased mixing rate caused by the shook interact4.on aoonte

for this gradient.

(4) FblloAng the reattachaent of the b oundaq layer Is a

region of slow compression in which the pressure would approach asymtotical y

the thoretical overall pressure rise If allowed to extend far enough

downstream. Were the goomtry of the fixperiment large enough, one would

expect the first reflected shock, the following, expansion, and the region

of slow compression to coalesce to forn. the single theoretical reflected

shook as predicted from inviscid tbeory.

Regions 2,3, and 4 soem to be quite clearly dominated by the

mixing phenomena arid should bo predictable by an analysis stich as

Croooo-LWies. The offacts of Mhocks and strong adverse gradients on
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mixing rates are, as yet o quite unpredictable arid will have to be studied

in the various regions.

In Figure 25 are presented the Mach number profiles at various

stations through the 10° interaction. The data utilised for thoese pro-

tiles were the same as presented in Reference 9. It was found that an

error had been made In the previous computations, The present coptations

are based upon the measured val static pressure asming constant static

pressure normal to the wail. The Mach number distribution shown are$

therefore, not correot near the edge of the boundar7 layer where the

prse e of shocksn d strong normal pressure gradionts Invalidate the

omp&tation. From the profile at station x = -. 7, the boundary layer ahead

of the Interaction was found to be fully turbulent in nature# Its thloknaes

being appadmatelY .17 inches, the displacement thiolmess .049 inches

ard the momentum thickness .009. The profiles now ehlbit a separated

reglon near the sere station substantiating the results found bm the

tta head survey along the wall. In the region of slow compression behind

the interaction, (stations xm .a. to #1.6) the profiles are typical of

those In an adverse pressure gradient and, although the wal pressure ham

reached its maximum and is essentially constant from x a 4.6 to 1.6, the

profiles have not yet filled out to the normal turbulent shape. his seea~

to indicate that, once reattachment occurs, the mixing rates are roughly

those experienced for normal turbulent boundary laers.
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A sumary of the wall static preosure distributions are shown

in Figure 26. Alt ough the ueparation data (Figures 20-22) shows an

Independence of shook strength, the slope of the fore part of the inter-

action continually decreases from the uneseparated case up to a shook

strength of ow 130 (pressure ratio of v 2.6). Although data at higher

shock strengths is not conolusive, tie slope appears to be approaching a

contant value. The slope of the Increasing separated region approaches

a constant value for high shook strengths and the reattachment phoenena

sem to be relatively Asonaitive to shook strength, Those results end

ee weight to the idea of the three regime previously doescribed.

It has been previously pointed out the the bumpw in the pressure

ourv and bifurcation of the toot were evidenced onl.y for incident shook

streaghs Ot 0 > iJO (pressure ratio above 1.7). ftse ad arga In in

their tests at Mach numbers of 1.2 to 1.6 found that bifurcation of nomal

and oblique @hooks always oocurred when the incident shock pressure ratios I

were greater than 1.65. An examination of the results of Dardslqy & NHar 7

show a similar result at a Mach number of about 2. It therefore appears

that the ksaMW of the bifurcation (forward propagation of the Inter-

action by separation) is not a strong function of Mach mmber9 Indicating

tat the supersonic portion of the boundary layer is not playing a signi-

ficant part in the phenomena. The effect of thickness ot the subsonic

region can also be eljimnated since the relative extent of the subsonic

reelon varies considerably over the range of Mach numbers examined, 1,2

to 3.0.
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Dhi effact of incident whook prnsure ratio on the leng'th of

the interaction aund teparatid ro,:ions is swwaz'izad in Fiuro 27. These

results were comparod to those of Gadd, Holders and Regan10 and show

disturbing disoreparoies. The influence region, defined as the diestan

from the sore point to the &tar t of the ititeraction expressed In nondimen-

sional units, was found to be only hulf that of Reference 9, In .ddition#

the shape of the curve was considerably differentp approaching some

constant value rather than increasing precipitously, Reference 9 prodicts

a wall static pressure ratio of approximately 2.4 at separation and Is

chocked by their experimenL , The results reported herein give a value

of 2.0. The discrepancies are tar outside the experimental accuracy but

nay be explainable by the fact that full span shook generators were

used In the work of Reference 9.

The results of the present investigation may be smmaised

j follows I

f1. It is quite important that all experiments on shook wave

boundary layer Interactions be carefully chocked for two-dluensionaUty.

Shook generators which do not copletely span the tunnel and weak dhook

interactions may exhibit serious cross flow phenoena. Theme my eiqxa&lan

ame of the discrepancies in existing data.

2. Below an incident shock pressure ratio of iw1.7, the inter.

action is similar to tie theoreti,.al invisoid cuse. The incident shock is

reflected as a sinle compression, no separation exists, and the pressure

rise on the wall in smooth and completed in '.bout two to three boundary

layer thicknesses. F B-P
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3. Sligtly above an incideit, uisook protioure rutio of 1.7,

the wall static pressures oxhibit a "bu.,ip", bi urcation of the incident

shook occurs# and the reflection chrigeas to a compression# expanvion,

compression region. This indicates the onoit of separation. The

incident shook preasure ratio for separation appears to be practically

Independent of Mach number of the basis of the results presented herein

and those of Bardsley and Kair and Faee and Sargant,

4. For incident shock strengths above 1.75, separation occurs

about two boundary layer thickniesses from~ the beginning of the Interaction

at a wall static pressure ratio of ^P 2.0. This phenomena 1. Independent

of shook pressure ratio over the range tested.

5. Between incident shook pressure ratios of 1.75 to 2.310, the

Interaction Is characterized by a small separated region, and the inter-

ac&tlon of the Incident and rAflected shook within the boundary la#r.

6, For incident shocks of pressure ratios above 2.3. the

interaction spreads to more than en boundary layer thiolmessee and

there Is a large separated region. To the first order, increased ehook

strength changes the scalo of the interaction region without changing Its

structure, The various region of the interaction are separated sufficiently

for detailed study.

7. There are considerable discrepancies between the data pre-

sentod herein and those presented in Rteference 10. This my be due In

part to the span of the wedgles used by the latter Investigators. I

p,
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APPNDIX A

j- Schlieren photography has proven to be one of the major tools of the

density gradients# it provides only a qualitative picture, $am# efforts

have been made to Set quantitative data# but with little success, Coo

of the dra*baks has been the fact that the eye is not very sensitive to

the gmy scale. For aocurate matcaing of grays in different parts of a

single photograph, photo-eletronic techniques mat be used*

In an tte pt to get a photograph which w easier to XIne In

detail by eye# and perhaps adaptable to quantitative studies# a eaoor

Bablieren system was set up. The use of color 5ohliesrn Is not now and

several color photographs have been published over the years. To the

best of the authors' moAwodge, all these pictures were taken with

relatively long exposures because of the slowness of the color tilm.

Tose long posures ile producing the deired oclorful itures, made

O fe 0 by sight oscillations. ith the rather conventional

sysem used In the present investigation and the special film prooessing

described in Appendix S, hi:h quality color Sohlieren photographs have

been taken with repsurs time of the order of one nicrosecond,

The final photopraph Is one in which a density gradient Is distinguished

by a particular color and the system can be so adjusted to live An or p . .

of the spectrum for any desirud range of gradients, For example, a bound ya y

layer can be made to be seen as 1,oini; from ireern at the outer edge, through

yellow wnd oranle to red at the wall.
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The color technique has boon particularly useful when tWere are strong *1

interactions of compression and expansion waves, boundary layers and

separated regions. For such canoe, tUki ystera plvide9 high sensitivity

without overloading troubles.

The optical apparatus used wase an adaptation of the conventional

two mirror system (see figure below). ThO chan!:es consisted of,1) the

use of a "line" spectrum of light instead of a point source at the focal

point of mirror A, and 2) tie replacement of the knife edge at the focal

point of mirror S with one adjustable slit to peAit the selection of

background color and sensitivity.

line spectrum source .

s

The two spherical, concave tadrrore A iud J9 had a focal lenhta of 1.00

Inches and a diameter of 12 inches. 'Me objective lens, D, is an achromat

of 9 3/4 inches foccl length, Thii resulted in an iage approxiaately 1/10

the size of the object which was nocti-oary to obtain a strong enough

concentration of li!:ht to oxpotLo tit film.
I 0

• .+K ',+ +



7

Tlie light source was a i) h prauure vp kvk conc~iektnji of W LQ41~~l

conical uluctro.ies 3uparated by a Licito tipacur. .iaximum liriht waw obtained

by using a 3/32" orilice in one eiectivda anid a 3/32" hole throuw'h the

lucite spacer. The di o hai%,e of a .25 Ji) oil filltd condonsor, cihareed

to approxiittely l XV, acroou the Lbve L park yave a oatisfaotory film

exposure in about one miiicrosecond. Condenser lese Lj wam used to produce

parallel litht which wao patuaud throuLh a direct view prim, and lens L

converged the lip'ht to psoduce the line spoctrum.

3 KV

direct view prim line secotr aum

* Spark

The divorenoi of the prim and the focal lengthi of ense L2 deter-

mined the spread of the line spectrum. In the apparatus used, the spread

of thie epectrum vas ap)roximately 3/4 it ohos, It alould not be felt that

use of a direct view prism is mandatory. A regular prism, a constant

devivation prism, or a coare diffraction erating could be used equally wel

to obtain the deiired line spectrum. Depeuding on the tunnel site, density

lovel, and phenomena to b)e atudied, the length of the spectral line and

"dth of the slit c.m be adju:3tod to I-ivo the fkul u 'c,.,'a oproad,
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Once a satiafao ory color photograph or transprenoy hau boun obtaiinedp

it neem cuite po ible to obtuin bomt quantitative data. if thio color

transparency Is printed on a sinele sheot of ordinary developin: p]per

(black and white) by successively expoouing through a series of narrow color

filters# a pattern of lines will be obtained. 1oh line is made by the

light of a particular narrow frequency range (color) determined by the

filter. The resulting photooraph would be similar to an interferogra except

that Ut lines would be of constant gr ient rather than constant density.

An undisturbed boundary layer or a lens. In the optical field could provide

a calibration curv. These possibilities are presently being invetigatd .

They Include, however, the small optical difficulties of being Integrating

mahlnes and suseptible to diffraction and non two-dlnenslowlity error**

The corrections applied to interferogrwaa mast also be used here.

I, I

9"

I
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Wki 4 hgoi __I

Sylvester flHiht

i working ith a color Johleren system, one is Imiied£itely confronted

with the problem of lleht, both as to quality a4d quantity. In its use for

investigating the boundary layer phenomena under aonsideration, the exposure.

time muet be of the order of one to two aicroseconds. In order to obtain

exposures of this short duration, a spark is the logical choice.(Appendix A)

Although this source did not produce enough light to give a properly

exposed picture, it at least was close enough so that further mmaipulation

of the photographic phase was able to produce the desired resulte,

There are available several films which can be used to produce oolor

transparencies. They are Aktachrome, nseco-Color, and Kodaohrom,

Kodae would be the ideal choice were it not for the fact that the

Illumination was of threshold value. This would require special developif

techniques %&Lih could not easily be applied by the faatman IKdak process-

INg plants. This, plus the dejV that would be involved in the trmporta-

tion of the exposed materials to and from the processing laboratory, dictated

the choice of Aktachrome sheets which could be processed imediately in

the available darkroom. This particular film shows a very long scale with

good gradations of color and fairly wide latitude.

The flm is available in both daylight and indoor balance. On first

assumption, it would sutm that daylivht film would be the logical choice

since the spark source usod emits a 1iht that is visually quite blue and

approachinj daylipht in quality. Actual oxper:Wiint, howevor : indicated
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that indoor type film, with its greater blue sensitivityp gave the desired

results without the ooncomnitat darkenii and degradation o' the blues

In the picture, This lop apparently, a manifestation of the reciprooity

law failure. One would expect the effect to be greater on the panchromatio

sensitized layer which Is ultimataely the producer of the eyan dye Image.

It should also be a function of the color of the original light souree,

This is due to the fact that the blue in the spectrwm is spread out more

then the other colors, thereby reducing the intensity per unit area.

In the course of trying to increas the sensitivity of the systemp

several systes were tried to Increase the speed of the fila. .per-

sensitisation with mercury vapor was used along with increased developing

tiae, Both methods can be used, but caution must be exercised to see that

they are not overdone. 'persensitisation piodued the roater Increase

'in speed but had to be carefully controlled since it also produced the

uresimble result of desaturating the blacks and the clors. It was

found that hypersenattlsation for a period of 12 hours was about maxma=

and evea for such a short period there was marked desaturation present.

No longer periods In the mercury vapor gave results that were entirely

unusable. 'C'

Longer developing times, in te long run, proved to be the most profit-

able course to follow. In normal uxage, Jtachrome film can be developed

in about an hour. The first step would be to develop in the first devel-

oper for about ten minutes. This results in a black ai, white negative

image. The fiLm is tiei xinsed and placed in the hardener bath for three
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to ten ninutes. After three minutes in the hardener, wicih also acts

as a stopbaths the room li'hts oa ba turned on. The balance of the pro-

cedure is then carried on under full illumination. The filmq at this

point, is exposed to the light of a photoflood lmp for five seconds per

side at a distance of one foot-, This is to completely expose any remain-

ing undeveloped silver halide in the three layers. From this point the

color developing is continued as per instructions.

With the spark and optical set-up usedp first developer times had to

be increased to the order of 13 to 21 minutes. TMies of this order did

not appreciably alter the color balanoe of the picture and maintained good

background saturation. This was the only time that had to be ehangeds

since the Increased developing at this stage resulted In increased contrast

density of the oridinal netative imap.e, This gave a positive which was

lighter and more normal in appearance. If still more increase in speed

were necessary# it would be possible to decrease the t1me of the reversal

exposure and continue the proosi;iin, in the dark, The result of this would

be to give a fairly normal appearing positive despite the very weak negative

image on the film. It was felt, however, that since perfect results could

be obtained merely by inoresine development time slightly, any resulting

benefit from decreasing re-exposure time would be more than offset by the

difficulty of maintaining, proper temperatures and maripulating film in

the dark,

The films were all developed in a tray by shuffling constantly in

,all of the solutions. I)uriny thij devolop rent proceduro, cach film was

lifted complutoly out of thio developirn, aolutioii in order to permit aerial
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oxidation each time it w-u ihwdled. This rusulted in an appreciable increase

in density (in the ne.utive itage) without a correspondingly great increase

in developing tim.

4 It should be mentioned in pausinp, that one will encounter quite a

bit a variation In producing color pictures for several reasons* First,

color film is not constant in response from one batch to another. It

would be advantageous to purchase enough file of the same emulsion number

to complete a series of photographs. Secondly; the spark does not deliver

a constant output from day to day or from picture to picture due partly

to atmoepheric conditions, The variations within a particular sequenoo

are usually not great enough to ruin the set. This instability of the

qalk is accentuated by increasing the developing tme, waich raises the

e'..e of the film's characteristic curve, For these reasons, it was

-found convenient to make several dummy pictures right after the regular

s"rie was completed. These dumies were developed for varying times and
from these results, the best tis was determined for the developing of

the test set, With a good deal of experienee, a skilled operator might

be able to judge proper timing from the density of the negative image

Just before re-exposure. lbiWever, the determination of final color

balvce cannot be made this way. Oce a satisfactory black and white

negative has been obtained, the remainder of the color developing prooed-

ure is normal.
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